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SUPPORTS



INGRID 
PP-INGRID-20M

capacity up to 20 kg

Black support forms  
a coherent and modern  

composition with a wooden 
shelf. Ideally suited to  

a minimalist, Scandinavian 
and rustic interior, i.e. with 

simple furniture, with a few 
ornaments and patterns. 

For example, photo frames, 
clocks, green plants in  

ceramic or wooden pots  
will look beautiful  

on such a shelf.

functional decoration

BLACK DETAILS     are synonymous with contemporary elegance  

- they will fit in rooms where white, grey, and bleached wood prevail. For spaces  

arranged in a minimalist and Scandinavian style - one of the most fashionable nowadays  

- details such as handles, hangers, lamp fittings are often remarkable decorations. 

By choosing black accessories for interior design, a unique character and style of the apartment 

are guaranteed. That is why this trendy shade could not be missed in the GTV decorative  

accessories group. We cordially invite you to get familiar with our offer of supports,  

in which black is the dominant colour.

in the living 
room,  
bedroom, 
and office



BELT
PP-BELT-20M
capacity up to 30 kg

The modern, elegant BELT 
support is perfect 
for atmospheric interiors, e.g. 
in urban chic and vintage 
styles, where a tasteful 
combination of furniture, 
accessories and the power of 
detail is so important. 
The support, among other 
things, provides stable 
support for books or 
brass figurines 
and decorative 
sculptures.

GINO 
PP-GINO-20M

capacity up to 30 kg

White, grey, and black interior
is a proven patent for a subdued 

and colour-coordinated décor. 
The power of contrast 

of black detail and light 
grey colour certainly 

attracts attention. Any wall 
arrangement will 

be highlighted 
with the GINO 

support.



ROD i BAR
PP-ROD-20M 
PP-BAR-20M

capacity up to 20 kg 

Supports offer multiple 
arrangement options. ROD 

and BAR will not only refresh 
a boring wall but also give the interior 

a unique, individual character. 
Both models of supports have

 been designed in such
a way that they can be 

used individually or combined 
with one shelf, creating 

the effect of a cascading 
arrangement for 

books and decorations.

WIRE 
PP-WIRE-20M

capacity up to 30 kg

TREE 
PP-TREE-20M
capacity up to 20 kg

White is always a good choice and it is often used 
as the starting point in interior design. It allows creating 

a conservative elegant interior, and by adding a little 
colour and unusual decorations - a modern style. Black 

and white are two noble colours, which create 
a harmonious space when combined, and where you come 

back with pleasure. That is why arrangements in 
a black & white climate are timeless and never boring.

The natural, organic, and eco style has a lot of supporters. 
Nothing unusual. Apartments inspired by nature 
are interiors arranged based on simplicity and scarce 
decorations. They captivate with their intimacy 
and provide shelter. Support with a tree motif will 
be appreciated by lovers of natural accents 
in interiors. Setting it with natural wood
is always a good choice.



FLAT
PP-FLAT-20M
capacity up to 15 kg 

It is difficult to imagine an office space 
without practical and visually attractive 
shelves. This is the place to store binders 
and folders, present awards, place 
decorative elements or useful office 
accessories. Shelves are an inseparable 
element of the arrangement, which should 
blend in with the entire company’s interior. 
The modern, minimalist FLAT support can 
be integrated into a functional office 
space, filled with green 
and vivid colours.

NEO
PP-NEO-20M

capacity up to 20 kg 

The modern design and solid 
construction of the decorative NEO 
support are in perfect harmony with 
the simple shelves in the living room, 

used by the household members 
every day, and for representative 
purposes on important occasions. 

Shelves in salons can be used to 
display items that we want to boast 

about - graphics, sculptures, own 
photos. They allow arranging it in an 

attractive way.



GALA
PP-GALA-20M 
capacity up to 30 kg

The original use of supports 
as a functional decoration will 
suit everyone who likes to experiment 
with décor. The careful finish of the 
GALA supports is a real eye-catcher. 
It not only adds extra storage
space but also a stylish 
character to the interior.

GTV supports are designed for shelves that are to be 
mounted on the walls. The support guarantees easy 
installation and high load capacity*. All shelf supports are 
made of high-quality steel, which is durable and does not 
deform under load.

* Due to the variety of materials used in the construction 
of the walls, the set excludes fasteners and screws. For 
maximum load capacity, consult your local hardware store 
for advice on the selection of appropriate fasteners and 
screws.
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INGRID 
PP-INGRID-20M
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N/A 200 mm 30 kg
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PP-GINO-20M
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PP-WIRE-20M
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PP-WIRE-20M
podpórka WIRE

stal
proszkowo

20
wg. rys

In-kart.
2 szt.

GTV Asset Management Sp. z o.o.
ul. Przejazdowa 21
05-800 Pruszków
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PP-TREE-20M
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PP-TREE-20M
podpórka TREE

stal
proszkowo

20
wg. rys

IN-kart.
2 szt.

GTV Asset Management Sp. z o.o.
ul. Przejazdowa 21
05-800 Pruszków
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N/A N/A 20 kg
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ROD
PP-ROD-20M 
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6
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166

150
138
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138

12 lub 18 mm 12 mm x 149 mm 
lub 18 mm x 138 mm    20 kg

BAR
PP-BAR-20M

20
9

20

144
150
166

20 mm 144 mm 20 kg

FLAT
PP-FLAT-20M

200

20
0

N/A N/A 15 kg

NEO
PP-NEO-20M

180

18
0

N/A N/A 20 kg

GALA
PP-GALA-20M

35 0

220

N/A N/A 30 kg


